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tools of light

The importance of visual recognition
The lighting industry is, just like any other
industrial sector, driven by innovations that are
based on common technological evolutions.
Companies are therefore obliged to distinguish
themselves more clearly and to create their
own identity, that includes all the companies
expressions both internally and externally.
The kreon brand has always stayed loyal to
its basic principles, which represent a way
of thinking that reduces each product to the
essential components without compromise:
Beauty is not created by adding one more detail,
it is conceived my removing the last.

Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium

It is with this identity that kreon wants to move
forward in the market and with which it wants
to be associated. The materializing of our aim to
formulate a coherent concept goes far beyond
the products and services that kreon offers.
The entire development process of this corporate
identity is an ongoing trail with the purpose
of motivating you to embrace this visual
recognition and to include it in your own work.

Kristof Pycke
Art Director

The graphic communication and the design
of the new organisational headquarters exude
these principles. Together with our product
design they shape our new and clearly
recognizable, corporate identity.
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium

GEOMETRIC

sans serif

DESIGN
universal
MODERNISM

kreon new corporate logo & typeface
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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aplis

kreon aplis is a range of circular recessed downlights
characterized by minimal trim dimensions and deep-set
LED position, providing a subtle feeling of light without the
uncomfortable sight of light.
The range utilises best in class LED modules and is available
in four diameters from 1 ½" upto 6 ½" to suit spacial
requirements. With a choice of directional, fixed or wall wash
formats, kreon aplis can provide a discreet yet functional
solution to general or accent lighting within
architecture.
Finished in black for a dramatic ceiling contrast and
maximum light control, or white for a harmonious ceiling
integration.

kreon aplis directional is a fully recessed spotlight with a
built-in snoot that serves two purposes. Firstly it absorbs
stray flux, so aiding beam control, and secondly it provides an
integrated mounting ring for the fixation of additional optical
lenses for increased optimisation. kreon aplis directional has
a rotational adjustment of 360º and an angular adjustment
of 30º, which, when combined with the choice of spot, flood
and wide flood TIR reflector, provides a truly versatile accent
lighting tool.
kreon aplis downlight is the perfect solution for general
lighting and features a flood beam mirror reflector set above
the black or white internal louvre, optimised to create pools of
light on horizontal surfaces or dramatic scalloping effects on
verticals.
kreon aplis wallwasher provides near perfect uniformity on
vertical surfaces. This is made possible by the unique optical
design that is capable of reflecting light to the very top of
adjacent walls through a full 180º beam angle, whilst still
maintaining an effective down light component.

aplis 40 directional, white

aplis 80 downlight, black
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aplis

Project La Butte aux Bois
Location Lanaken, Belgium
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Architect PCP Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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aplis

Project Lotte Hotel
Location Hanoi, Vietnam
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Architect Wilson Associates - Leonard Lee
Photographer Sam Nugroho
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Project Elliot Hair & Make-up
Location Neerpelt, Belgium
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Architect Driesen NV
Photographer Arne Jennard
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aplis

Project Model house
Location Dilsen, Belgium
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Architect PAS interiors & architecture
Photographer Arne Jennard
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aplis in-line

kreon aplis in-line is a range of circular recessed downlights
characterised by a trimless appearance and deep-set LED
position, providing a subtle feeling of light without the
uncomfortable sight of light.
The range utilises best in class LED modules and is
available in four diameters from 1 ½" upto 6 ½" to suit
spacial requirements. With a choice of directional, fixed or
wall wash formats, kreon aplis in-line can provide a discreet
yet functional solution to general or accent lighting within
architecture.
Finished in black for a dramatic ceiling contrast and
maximum light control, or white for a harmonious ceiling
integration.

kreon aplis in-line directional is a fully recessed spotlight
with a built-in snoot that serves two purposes. Firstly it
absorbs stray flux, so aiding beam control, and secondly
it provides an integrated mounting ring for the fixation of
additional optical lenses for increased optimisation. kreon
aplis in-line directional has a rotational adjustment of 360º
and an angular adjustment of 30º, which when combined
with the choice of spot, flood and wide flood TIR reflector,
provides a truly versatile accent lighting tool.
kreon aplis in-line fixed is the perfect solution for general
lighting and features a flood beam mirror reflector set above
the black or white internal louvre, optimised to create pools
of light on horizontal surfaces or dramatic scalloping effects
on verticals.
kreon aplis in-line wallwasher provides near perfect
uniformity on vertical surfaces. This is made possible by the
unique optical design that is capable of reflecting light to
the very top of adjacent walls through a full 180º beam angle,
whilst still maintaining an effective downlight component.

aplis in-line 40 downlight, gun black

aplis in-line 80 directional, red copper
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aplis in-line 165 directional, black
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Project Maison Paquin
Location Paris, France
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Architect Gérard Rosier
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Private residence
Location Paris, France
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Architect Agence Garcin Marty-Perrin
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project IN-LIJN interieurarchitectuur int. Architect IN-LIJN interieurarchitectuur
Location Bilzen, Belgium
Photographer Arne Jennard
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kreon.com/us/aplis-in-line

Project Leading Law
Location Milan, Italy
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Architect ZDA, Umberto Zanetti
Photographer Serge Brison
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ato

kreon ato 80 is a projector light used as a recessed downlight
by placing the adjustable lamp on the front and by
showcasing the design using different finishes.

With its innovative design comprising two adjustable
spotlights in a single aperture, kreon ato 80 twin is a smart
solution for better focused light.

Repositioning the light source to the front increases the
efficiency and range of the light without compromising on
comfort.

In this way, different layers of light may be emitted from a
single point.

The characteristic anti-glare snoot and aluminium optics
contribute to ensuring this comfort.

ato 80 single, black with copper lamphead

ato 80 twin, white with white lampheads
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ato 80 single, black with white lamphead
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ato 80 twin, white with chrome lampheads
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ato

Project kreon HQ
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium

kreon.com/us/ato
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Architect kreon
Photographer kreon
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cadre

kreon cadre is a pendant lighting fixture that follows kreon’s
focus on harmony between lighting and architecture. kreon
has always stressed the need to think along the architectural
process and therefore offers lighting solutions that merge into
the whole. Lighting becomes architecture. Unlike a traditional
pendant fixture, kreon cadre does not try to float in the space:
it wants to be part of it.
The distinctive frame is both an open and an enclosed
architectural structure that draws a person’s attention to a
selected view of the space.

Light is provided by either linear or multiple point LED sources
with a choice of color temperature and dimming protocol
providing an optimized solution for applications ranging from
desk to dining table.
kreon cadre is available with solid telescopic side supports
covered with the finest grain leather, or steel tension cable
suspension for maximum flexibility, and is finished with a
black, chrome or satin silver anodic layer. It can be installed
as an individual piece or in a continuous run of up to
twenty luminaires.

cadre 1200 linear, chrome, black leather

cadre 1200 spot, black anodised, white leather
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cadre

Project Private residence
Location Miami, FL, USA
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Project Huysewinkel
Location Waasmunster, Belgium
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Architect DIVAA / int. Architect Lievois
Photographer Nick Cannaerts
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Project Leading Law
Location Turin, Italy
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Architect ZDA, Umberto Zanetti
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Nafta Moskva
Location Moscow, Russia

kreon.com/us/cadre
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Architect ADA-STUDIO, arch. Fabrizio Farina
Photographer Thomas Riva
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cana

kreon cana is a minimal architectural lighting channel that
can be equipped with a wide range of LED luminaires.
When recessed, kreon cana in white gives depth to ceiling
planes whilst kreon cana in black provides a visible
separation. When surface or pendant mounted, kreon cana
provides an architectural beam for lighting integration.

kreon cana is offered in three widths and can accommodate
kreon holon circular or kreon prologe square semi-recessed
spotlights and kreon holon surface spotlights, in addition to
kreon ligna continuous lines of light.
The wide choice of luminaires can be mixed and arranged to
suit the spacial demands and present illumination where it is
required.

holon 40 directional in-cana

ligna 40 in-cana
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holon 120 twin in-cana
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Project Cohesion studio
Location Turin, Italy

kreon.com/us/cana
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Architect Giuseppe Pasquero
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Huysewinkel
Location Gent, Belgium

kreon.com/us/cana
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Architect DIVAA / int. Architect Lievois
Photographer Nick Cannaerts
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Project Private residence
Location Paris, France

kreon.com/us/cana
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Architect Numéro A for Art Apart
Photographer Serge Brison
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cana

Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer kreon
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diapason

The latest kreon diapason pays tribute to the original by
maintaining the simple elegant form and adjustability that
gave it the status of a classic spotlight.
However, the product has been renewed with state-of-the-art
LED sources and lensed reflectors to provide maximum light
control within a compact body form.

kreon diapason is offered in three sizes with a choice of black
or white painted finish options.
Light control is facilitated by a selection of lens optics, color
temperature, and choice of color rendering indexes, along with
the option to add cylindrical glare preventors for maximum
light restraint.
kreon diapason can be recessed mounted individually within
a discreet trimless plasterkit, M10 thread fixed, or surface or
track mounted on a gear box accessory.

diapason 40 M10, black

diapason 80 surface mounted with rounded
glare preventor, white
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Project Private residence
Location Barcelona, Spain
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diapason
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Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer kreon
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diapason

kreon.com/us/diapason

Project Opera Gallery
Location New York, USA
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Architect n-Architects
Photographer Annalisa Cimmino
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diapason
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Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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dolma

kreon dolma creates a sensuous luminous recess in vertical
surfaces and provides ambient and placement lighting. This is
achieved by the discrete concealment of LED sources behind
flat panels that drift light along the linear profile reflector,
tailor made to suit the application.
kreon dolma indoor has a visible width of 3 ¹/8" or 5 ¹¹/16". The
conduit is a recessed aluminium profile that can easily be
installed in walls or ceilings. The made to measure profile is
finished in natural or black anodized aluminium.

Standard LED lighting elements can be integrated on either
one extremity or both or in the middle of the profile for a
fading lighting effect. Use kreon dolma as a beacon in
residential or public environments.
kreon dolma indoor is available in two width options and
finished in a satin silver anodised finish, while kreon dolma
outdoor is offered in silver or black finishes as standard. Light
sources can be positioned centrally along the profiles or
mounted at either end.

dolma 80 up/down, white

dolma 80 outdoor up/down, black
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dolma

Project Reimann Architecture
Location Hamburg, Germany
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Architect Reimann Architecture
Photographer Koy + Winkel
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Project Private residence
Location Bammental, Germany
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Architect Bauwerk
Photographer Steffen Fuchs
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dolma

Project Private residence
Location Peize, The Netherlands

kreon.com/us/dolma
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Architect Maas Architecten
Photographer Arne Jennard
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Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium

kreon.com/us/dolma
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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down

kreon down is a range of square recessed downlights
characterised by minimal trim dimensions and deep-set
LED position, providing a subtle feeling of light without the
uncomfortable sight of light.
The range utilises best in class LED modules and is
available in four dimensions from 1 ½" upto 6 ½" to suit
spacial requirements. With a choice of directional, fixed
or wall wash formats, kreon down can provide a discreet
yet functionalsolution to general or accent lighting within
architecture.
Finished in black for a dramatic ceiling contrast and
maximum light control, or white for a harmonious ceiling
integration.

kreon down directional is a fully recessed spotlight with a
built‑in snoot that serves two purposes. Firstly it absorbs
stray flux, so aiding beam control, and secondly it provides an
integrated mounting ring for the fixation of additional optical
lenses for increased optimisation. kreon down directional has
a rotational adjustment of 360º and an angular adjustment
of 30º, which, when combined with the choice of spot, flood
and wide flood TIR reflector, provides a truly versatile accent
lighting tool.
kreon down fixed is the perfect solution for general lighting
and features a flood beam mirror reflector set above the black
or white internal louvre, optimised to create pools of light on
horizontal surfaces or dramatic scalloping effects on verticals.
kreon down wallwasher provides near perfect uniformity on
vertical surfaces. This is made possible by the unique optical
design that is capable of reflecting light to the very top of
adjacent walls through a full 180º beam angle, whilst still
maintaining an effective downlight component.

down 40 downlight, white

down 80 wallwasher, white
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down 165 directional, white
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down

Project Private residence
Location Antwerp, Belgium
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Architect Dennis T'Jampens
Photographer Arne Jennard
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Project Private residence
Location Bammental, Germany
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Architect Bauwerk
Photographer Steffen Fuchs
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Project Ascot
Location London, United Kingdom

kreon.com/us/down
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Architect Aukett Swanke
Photographer Arne Jennard
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Project Hôpital Beau Vallon
Location Namur, Belgium
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Architect Architectes Thiry & Gosse
Photographer Serge Brison
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down in-line

kreon down in-line is a range of square recessed downlights
characterised by a trimless appearance and deep-set LED
position, providing a subtle feeling of light without the
uncomfortable sight of light.
The range utilises best in class LED modules and is available
in four dimensions from 1 ½" upto 6 ½" to suit spacial
requirements. With a choice of directional, fixed or wall
wash formats, kreon down in-line can provide a discreet
yet functional solution to general or accent lighting within
architecture.
Finished in black for a dramatic ceiling contrast and
maximum light control, or white for a harmonious
ceiling integration.

kreon down in-line directional is a fully recessed spotlight with
a built-in snoot that serves two purposes. Firstly it absorbs
stray flux, so aiding beam control, and secondly it provides
an integrated mounting ring for the fixation of additional
optical lenses for increased optimisation. kreon down in-line
directional has a rotational adjustment of 360º and an angular
adjustment of 30º, which when com-bined with the choice
of spot, flood and wide flood TIR reflector, provides a truly
versatile accent lighting tool.
kreon down in-line fixed is the perfect solution for general
lighting and features a flood beam mirror reflector set above
the black or white internal louvre, optimised to create pools of
light on horizontal surfaces or dramatic scalloping effects
on verticals.
kreon down in-line wallwasher provides near perfect
uniformity on vertical surfaces. This is made possible by the
unique optical design that is capable of reflecting light to
the very top of adjacent walls through a full 180º beam angle,
whilst still maintaining an effective downlight component.

down in-line 40 downlight, black

down in-line 80 directional, red copper, with
shadowgap
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down in-line 165 directional, white
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down in-line
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Project Private residence
Location Paris, France
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Architect Numéro A for Art Apart
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Private residence
Location Paris, France
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Architect Numéro A for Art Apart
Photographer Serge Brison
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down in-line
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Project Private residence
Location Zeist, The Netherlands
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int. Architect Studio Brink
Photographer Arne Jennard
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erubo

kreon erubo is a range of architectural spotlights
characterised by its simple geometric forms that contain LED
light sources and electronic dimmable drivers.
kreon erubo is available in a range of outputs and color
temperatures and can be either individually mounted or
installed on a flexible track system, providing an excellent
solution for display lighting in the homes, shops or galleries.

erubo, white

erubo on-track, black
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erubo

Project Elliot Hair & Make-up
Location Neerpelt, Belgium

kreon.com/us/erubo
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Architect Driesen NV
Photographer Arne Jennard
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erubo

Project Private residence
Location Bammental, Germany
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Architect Bauwerk
Photographer Steffen Fuchs
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erubo

Project Private apartment
Location Warsaw, Poland
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Architect Katarzyna Kraszewska
Photographer Katarzyna Kraszewska
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erubo

Project project “33”
Location Vienna, Austria

kreon.com/us/erubo
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Architect Zoran Bodrožić
Photographer Robert Niederl
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esprit

kreon esprit pendant is an elegant and simple spotlight
luminaire that seeks to cast a perfect pool of light. LED
light sources are contained within light projecting cylinders
resting upon a slender suspension bar extending from a
trimless circular fixing plate. This provides a fully rotational
and adjustable movement for the heads to enable total
flexibility when directing light. Remote positioned control gear
is located within the ceiling void and can operate either the
single or twin headed models.
kreon esprit floor standing has the same design features and
usability as the pendant, but has the additional flexibility of
base mount.

kreon esprit comes in three different types: free-standing,
surface mounted or suspended with single or double lamp
heads. kreon esprit is a slim-lined spotlight with multiple
adjustable lamp heads in 2700K and 3000K LED for both
CRI80+ and CRI90+. The luminaire heads can be rotated 355°
and placed in any random angle from 0° to 90°. kreon esprit
ceiling can be recessed mounted using the kreon down 80
trimless plasterkit.
kreon esprit floor is a free-standing luminaire with a square
base in either white Carrara marble or natural blue steel.
Also available with Casambi Bluetooth remote dimming
and switching.

esprit single floor, marble base

esprit double ceiling, white

esprit pendant, black
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esprit

Project Light+Building 2016
Location Frankfurt, Germany
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Architect kreon
Photographer Frank Dora
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Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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esprit

Project Private residence
Location Paris, France
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Architect Numéro A for Art Apart
Photographer Serge Brison
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fuga

kreon fuga is a linear pendant luminaire with a simple
geometric language that combines a vertical suspension bar
between a slim horizontal ceiling bar and a linear light bar, to
provide the most discreet form of pendant illumination.
kreon fuga is available in three length options and can be
postponed to run parallel or perpendicular to the light bar,
and can be combined with various driver options to suit the
dimming protocol.

kreon fuga comes in 3 dimensions: 600, 900 and 1200. By
combining the head, the pendant bar and the ceiling bar,
different combinations can be configured.
The lower horizontal bar includes a CRI85, 2700K LED-strip
with diffuser for a homogenous light output. This bar can
be repositioned to an offset position or in the middle of the
vertical bar. The additional possibility to rotate the lower
horizontal bar for 90° makes kreon fuga a dynamic pendant
luminaire. ON-OFF drivers can be built in, DALI and 1-10V
drivers are available for remote dimming.

fuga 600-600-600, gear excluded

fuga 900-900-600, gear included
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fuga

Project Private residence
Location Menen, Belgium

kreon.com/us/fuga
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Architect iXtra - Filip Vanryckeghem
Photographer Serge Brison
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fuga

Project Co.Studio
Location Antwerp, Belgium
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Architect Co.Studio
Photographer Arne Jennard
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fuga

Project Private residence
Location Menen, Belgium
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Architect iXtra - Filip Vanryckeghem
Photographer Serge Brison
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fuga

Project Co.Studio
Location Antwerp, Belgium

kreon.com/us/fuga
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Architect Co.Studio
Photographer Arne Jennard
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holon

kreon holon is a range of surface mounted cylindrical
downlights characterised by its compact form and deep set
LED position, providing a subtle feeling of light without the
uncomfortable sight of light.
The range uses a variety of LED modules and is available in
two diameters to suit spacial requirements. With a choice of
fixed or directional units, kreon holon can provide a discreet
yet functional solution to general or accent lighting within
architecture. Finished in black for a dramatic ceiling contrast
or pure white for a more harmonious integration.

kreon holon directional is a recessed, surface or track mounted
spotlight with a rotational adjustment of 360º and an angular
adjustment of 90º, which, when combined with the choice
of spot, flood and wide flood TIR reflector, provides a truly
versatile accent lighting tool.
kreon holon fixed is the perfect solution for general lighting
and features a flood beam mirror reflector set above the black
or white internal louvre, optimised to create pools of light on
horizontal surfaces or dramatic scalloping effects on verticals.

holon 40 directional surface mounted, black

holon 40 fixed, white
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holon 80 directional recessed mounted, black
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holon 80 on-track, white
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holon

Project Co.Studio
Location Antwerp, Belgium
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Architect Co.Studio
Photographer Arne Jennard
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holon

Project Private residence
Location Paris, France
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Architect Numéro A for Art Apart
Photographer Serge Brison
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holon

Project La Butte aux Bois
Location Lanaken, Belgium
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Architect PCP architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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holon

Project Restaurant RAS
Location Antwerp, Belgium
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Architect Co.Studio
Photographer Kris Dekeijser
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nuit

kreon nuit is a downlight system that brings points of light
together in a continuous discreet shadow gap. kreon nuit
can be recessed, surface or pendant mounted and can be
arranged so that light modules are positioned just where the
light is needed. Profiles can be ordered as standard lengths or
bespoke to suit project requirements.
kreon nuit is an elementary designed beam that can be
used as a massive line to bring graphical elements into
architecture. The advanced LED system with slim TIR (Total
Internal Reflector) lenses requires a slim gap of just 10mm to
unfold a variety of beam angles.

Its basic form draws minimal attention and can easily be
used in combination with other kreon tools of light, creating
an artistic yet responsible use of light sources in a recessed,
surface mounted or suspended installation, making it a highly
versatile and performing linear lighting system.
The standard preconfigured lengths bring glare free accent
lighting where as made to measure configurations, including
corner cuts, offer the specifier maximal application freedom.
The ideal kreon tools of light for residential, high end office
and edgy hospitality projects.

nuit profile surface mounted, black/black

nuit profile recessed mounted, white/black
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nuit 2x5, black/black
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nuit

Project Private residence
Location Casablanca, Morocco
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Architect Laurent Zagury
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Private residence
Location Peize, The Netherlands
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Architect Maas Architecten
Photographer Arne Jennard
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Project IN-LIJN interieurarchitectuur Int. Architect IN-LIJN interieurarchitectuur
Location Bilzen, Belgium
Photographer Arne Jennard
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Project La Butte aux Bois
Location Lanaken, Belgium

kreon.com/us/nuit
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Architect PCP architects
Photographer Serge Brison

kreon

onn

kreon onn is a wall mounted uplighter with a unique optical
system that is optimised to throw light away from the wall and
into the room, yet is presented in the most purest and simple
compact forms. It is available in two sizes and is finished with
a choice of matt black or pure white.

kreon onn-wall 165 and 300 benefit from the photometric
advantages of the latest TIR (Total Internal Reflection) lens
technology, in combination with high performing LED. kreon
onn-wall with a 'forward throw' light distribution eliminates
the traditional 'on the wall' hot spot and creates a evenly
spread indirect light distribution.

The simple and archetypical volume of kreon onn creates
an indirect ambient lighting making it an ideal fixture for
highlighting all types of ceilings.

onn-wall 165, white

onn-wall 300, black
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onn

Project Private residence
Location Paris, France
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Architect Numéro A for Art Apart
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Private residence
Location Keerbergen, Belgium
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Architect Cubyc architects
Photographer Koen van Damme
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prologe

kreon prologe reflects thoroughly kreon’s principles in lighting:
quality, design and architectural integration. kreon prologe
is a basic lighting concepts that, in a modular system, offers
compositions of enormous flexibility for highly personalised
light scenographies.
kreon prologe wants to create functional light through the
discreet presence of simple architectural volumes and adds
fixed and directional LED lightsources in a surface mounted
box.

kreon prologe in-line and kreon prologe in-dolma give light
mass, depth and form. Recessed in a ceiling, it sculpts
architecture. Openings are made in the plastered surfaces
using prefabricated anodised aluminium profiles that support
the kreon prologe elements. The profiles, measure-made, are
pre-cabled and realized according to your lighting design.
The standard fitting is made of black or white powder coated
steel.
kreon prologe is a range of surface mounted cubic downlights
characterised by itscompact form and deep set LED position.
kreon prologe comes in two sizes to suit spacial requirements,
providing a discreet yet functional solution to general or
accent lighting within architecture. Finished in black for a
dramatic ceiling contrast or pure white for a more
harmonious integration.
kreon prologe in-line or in-dolma set the cubic downlights
accordingly either fully-recessed or semi-recessed in a tailor
made extruded profile. The profile is available in black
anodised or satin silver anodised.

prologe 80 single, black

prologe 80 in-dolma double, white, black
profile
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prologe 145 in-line single, white, grey profile
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prologe

kreon.com/us/prologe

Project VISA Corporate HQ
Location New York City, USA
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Architect Gensler
Photographer Gensler
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prologe
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Project VISA Corporate HQ
Location New York City, USA
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Architect Gensler
Photographer Gensler
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Project Reimann Architecture
Location Hamburg, Germany
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Architect Reimann Architecture
Photographer Koy + Winkel
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Project Private residence
Location Casablanca, Morocco
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Architect Laurent Zagury
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Private residence
Location Paris, France
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Architect So Design
Photographer Serge Brison

kreon

raga

kreon raga is an exterior bollard luminaire with a simple,
timeless form that is complimented by a choice of stone or
steel material finishes that define its personality.
The units are sealed to IP67 and are fitted with LEDs to
provide an attractive surrounding glow.
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brushed red copper

brushed stainless steel

high gloss black

raga vertical, nero marquina, high gloss black

nero marquina

carrara bianco

metal black

raga horizontal, carrara bianco, stainless steel
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raga

Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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raga

Project Light+Building 2016
Location Frankfurt, Germany
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Architect kreon
Photographer Frank Dora
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raga

Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer kreon
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raga

Project Private residence
Location Cannes, France
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Architect Frédéric Goux
Photographer Serge Brison
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rei

kreon rei is a lighting system that reflects it's historical
reference " kreon side". It's the continuous evolution of LED
technology that has opened an attempt to an analytical
breakdown, an operation of visual reduction and optimised
output and glare control. It's the pre-eminence of the object,
the graphic tension with respect to the perfection of the
lighting system that creates a product with high visual silence.
A graphical layout empasized by the reduced thickness of the
element and the weight of the materials.
As individual product or profile system, kreon rei treats the
illuminated surface to a smooth, homogenous silent glow of
light that enhances the structure and spatial importance of
the surface itself.

kreon rei is a family of products offered as individual wall
mounted luminaires or as a continuous system. The individual
kreon rei luminaires are low level wall recessed or surface wall
mounted products designed to provide discreet placement
lighting via an optimised reflector system. They are available
in two sizes with a choice of black or white finish.
kreon rei continuos system is a ceiling surface mounted or
ceiling recessed mounted luminaire offered with a choice
of wall wash optic or downlight optic. Both types can be
specified to length and are available in black or white finishes.
kreon rei wall wash optical system is developed to provide
a homogenous continuous luminance on vertical surfaces
and is the perfect solution for galleries, residential or retail
applications where vertical plane illuminance is a prerequisite
of the lighting planning.
kreon rei down light provides continuous controlled lighting
in an optimised symmetric beam of just 55º to focus light over
task areas or where an increased ambient level of lighting
is required.

rei 300, black

rei downlight recessed, white
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rei on-track, white
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rei

Project Maison Paquin
Location Paris, France
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Architect Gérard Rosier
Photographer Serge Brison
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rei

Project Private residence
Location Casablanca, Morocco
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Architect Laurent Zagury
Photographer Serge Brison
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rei

Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Private residence
Location Antwerp, Belgium
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Architect ISO architectenbureau
Photographer Arne Jennard

kreon

rokko

kreon rokko is a semi-recessed luminaire that requires
minimal installation depth. kreon rokko produces a soft
gradient light and is ideal for pathway and orientation
lighting. Whether used indoors or outdoors kreon rokko can
generate a formal continuity in architecture from the interior
to the exterior.

kreon rokko is a black or white semi-recessed IP 65 luminaire
that produces a soft gradient light and is ideal for pathway
and orientation lighting. Whether used indoors or outdoors
kreon rokko can create a formal continuity in architecture
from the interior to the exterior of high end residential or
hospitality projects.
kreon mini rokko and kreon mini square rokko can be
installed in brickwork or cavity walls and require a minimum
depth. These luminaires are offered with a 2700K, CRI80+
LED, driver included.

mini rokko, black

mini square rokko, white
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rokko

Project Private dacia
Location Pirogovo, Russia
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Architect ZDA, Umberto Zanetti
Photographer Ivanov & Palmin
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rokko

Project Private residence
Location Paris, France
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Architect SO Design
Photographer Serge Brison
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rokko

Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Private dacia
Location Sestroretsk, Russia
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Architect ZDA, Umberto Zanetti
Photographer Ivanov & Palmin
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side

The kreon side concept flowed from the need to provide
ambient and placement lighting from within vertical surfaces.
Deep-set LED light sources are reflected by an asymmetric
reflector to provide a wash of light that, when mounted
downward, can provide orientation through spaces, or, when
mounted upward, produces a ceiling glow that effectively
increases ambient levels within an interior.
The range is available in five sizes to suit spacial and lighting
requirements, with frame finishes in grey or white.

kreon side is a range of white or silvergrey recessed fixture
for walls or ceilings. They can be installed in brickwork or
hollow walls, requiring maximum 100mm depth. This range of
washlights is developed for high performance 2700K, CRI90+
LED, driver for different dimming options: ON/OFF, 1-10V or
DALI included.
The kreon side range is highly flexible and can be used as
floor washlight, wallwasher or indirect light fitting. Installation
boxes and plasterkits are available for application in
various surfaces.

side, white

square side, white
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mini side, grey
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Project PCP Architects
Location Genk, Belgium
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Architect PCP Architects
Photographer kreon
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side

Project Private residence
Location Belgium
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Architect Luc Spits Architecture
Photographer Christophe Bustin
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Project Private residence
Location Western Malaysia
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Architect Weismann Design Practice
Photographer Andy Liew - N.D. Photography
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Project Private dacia
Location Pirogovo, Russia
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Architect ZDA, Umberto Zanetti
Photographer Ivanov & Palmin

kreon

side in-line

The new kreon side in-line reproduces many aspects of the
classical recessed side light.

kreon side in-line, available in widths of 1 9/16" and 3 1/8" mm
can be merged perfectly into the architecture and combined
with other kreon luminaires.

The faceted reflectors by Bartenbach Lichtlabor which are
incorporated into the light ensure a uniform asymmetrical
beam, making the kreon side in-line an efficient, compact floor
or ceiling washer.
A soft yet striking light beam and the steep bevel of the
finishing louvre draws attention to the straight vertical back
surface which can be finished in various materials according
to the designer’s preference.

side in-line 40, black, black painted blackplate

side in-line 80, white, white painted backplate
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side in-line
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Project kreon HQ
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon
Photographer kreon

kreon

side in-line

The kreon side in-line concept flowed from the need to provide
ambient and placement lighting from within vertical surfaces.
Deep-set LED light sources are reflected by an asymmetric
reflector to provide a wash of light that, when mounted
downward, can provide orientation through spaces, or, when
mounted upward, produces a ceiling glow that effectively
increases ambient levels within an interior.
The range is available in five sizes to suit spacial and lighting
requirements, with plaster kit for perfect minimal integration.

kreon side in-line is a range of trimless recessed fixture
for walls or ceilings. They can be installed in brickwork or
hollow walls, requiring maximum 120mm depth. This range of
washlights is developed for high performance 2700K, CRI90+
LED, driver for different dimming options: ON/OFF, 1-10V or
DALI included.
The kreon side in-line range is highly flexible and can
be used as floor washlight, wallwasher or indirect light
fitting. Installation boxes and plasterkits are available for
application in various surfaces.

side in-line

small side in-line
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mini side in-line
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Project Private residence
Location Bammental, Germany
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Architect Bauwerk
Photographer Steffen Fuchs
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Project Leading law
Location Milan, Italy
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Architect ZDA, Umberto Zanetti
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Euronics - Selexion
Location Wommelgem, Belgium
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Architect Tecro & Krea Architecten
Photographer Arne Jennard
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Project Hôpital Beau Vallon
Location Namur, Belgium
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Architect Géraldine Gosse & Bruno Thiry
Photographer Serge Brison

kreon

up

kreon up is a range of floor recessed up lighters characterized
by its minimal appearance and optical functionality.

The units are sealed to IP67 and have a die cast aluminium
and stainless steel housing to provide protection from the
harshest environments.

The range, offered in two sizes in both square and circular
forms, is finished with black or white backed toughened
glass with satin stainless steel trim.
LED modules are deep-set within the luminaires and are
controlled by a choice of anti-glare louvres for precise
uplighting, brightness limiting diffusers for ambient or
orientation lighting and wall wash optics for vertical
illuminance

up 80 wallwasher, black

up 80 circular, white
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up 165 circular, white
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up

Project Co.Studio
Location Antwerp, Belgium
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Architect Co.Studio
Photographer Arne Jennard
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Project Private Residence
Location Grimbergen, Belgium
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Architect Dennis T' Jampens
Photographer Arne Jennard
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Project Lotte Hotel
Location Hanoi, Vietnam
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Architect Wilson Associates - Leonard Lee
Photographer Sam Nugroho
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up

Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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up in-line

kreon up in-line is a range of floor recessed up lighters
characterized by its minimal appearance and optical
functionality.
The range offered in two sizes in both square and circular
forms, is finished with black or white backed toughened
glass. LED modules are deep-set within the luminaires and
are controlled by a choice of anti-glare louvres for precise
uplighting, brightness limiting diffusers
for ambient or orientation lighting and wall wash optics for
vertical illuminance.

kreon up in-line benefits from a stainless steel trim that
provides a seamless juncture to minimise integration.
The units are sealed to IP67 and have a die cast aluminium
and stainless steel housing to provide protection from the
harshest environments.

up in-line 80 wallwasher, white

up in-line 80 circular, black
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up in-line 165 circular, white
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Project Private residence
Location Paris, France
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Architect Numéro A for Art Apart
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Private residence
Location Laren, The Netherlands
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Architect BOS Architecten
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Modelwoning
Location Dilsen, Belgium
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Architect PAS interiors & architecture
Photographer Arne Jennard
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Project Private residence
Location Antwerp, Belgium
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Architect ISO architectenbureau
Photographer Arne Jennard

kreon

wabi

kreon wabi is a versatile external spotlight designed to
provide architectural accent lighting to buildings.
A LED light source is contained within the fully directional and
lockable light head that can be fixed to walls or attached to
the optional ground post. kreon wabi can also be accessorised
with the optional glare prevention cylinder to improve light
control.

The luminaire head can be rotated 360° and tilted up to 90°.
The inclination of the luminaire is lockable and can easily be
set by using the marks indicated on the fixture.
With the use of the optional installation accessories, this
compact spotlight is suitable for installation on a wide range
of outdoor surfaces, like concrete, gravel and soil.

kreon wabi is an IP67 external spotlight. This compact
luminaire is available with a 230V LED lightsource, a 40°
beamangle and a color temperature of either 2700K or 3000K.
kreon wabi comes as a screwbased spotlight or as a bollard.

wabi

wabi bollard
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wabi

Project Private residence
Location Shanghai, P.R. China
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wabi

Project kreon headquarters
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison
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Project Private residence
Location Cannes, France
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Architect Bureau Guilhem Richard
Photographer Serge Brison

kreon

creative spaces

kreon plays a leading role in the world of architectural
lighting and makes every effort to share this vision with its
professional audience. Our showrooms are more than just a
presentation of luminaries.

kreon creative space
Headquarters (HQ)
Opglabbeek, Belgium

The kreon creative spaces are the perfect translation of the
company’s identity. Minimal, yet architectural kreon tools of
light where proportions and the relation between color and
surface present our lighting solutions in a minimalistic and
refined aesthetics. kreon creative spaces emphasize our vision
to unite light and architecture.
These showrooms provide flexibility in creating different
scenes within a static environment thus impressing upon our
clients the added value of lighting design. The subliminal
message of the space is that kreon provides good solutions
with aesthetically pleasing products, instilling a need in our
clients to consider the organization as a whole with
added value.
kreon creative spaces are meeting points where specifiers
and lighting designers are welcome to share and discuss the
importance of lighting as a creative extension of architecture
with the professional kreon lighting consultants.

kreon creative space
Vienna, Austria

kreon creative space
Paris, France
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creative spaces

kreon creative space
Cologne, Germany

kreon creative space
Singapore, Singapore

kreon creative space
Milan, Italy

kreon creative space
London, UK

kreon creative space
Shanghai, China

kreon creative space
Barcelona, Spain
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light lab

Project kreon HQ
Location Opglabbeek, Belgium

kreon focuses on the quality of all products as well as on
service towards our professional clients. This can only be
obtained by integrating all national and European quality
standards, for as far as the product standards enec 60598
and CE are concerned and the ISO 9001-certificate.
All existing products as well as all new developments are
being ENEC certified and comply with CE regulations and
other existing standards. To meet these standards the
presence of a professional laboratory is essential.
The kreon laboratory houses a thermal test unit used for
temperature and lifecycle testing, a concealed climate room
for IP tests and a fully equipped type C goniophotometer
for measuring the luminous flux and luminous intensity
distribution of the kreon fixtures and translate them into
LDT and IES files.
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Architect kreon / Conix RDBM Architects
Photographer Serge Brison

kreon
IP classification

degrees of protection
		Degree of Protection against penetration of solids
IP 0X 		
No-Protection
IP 1X 		
Protection against solid objects greater than 		
		50mm Ø
IP 2X
Protection against solid objects greater than 		
		12mm Ø
IP 3X		
Protection against solid objects greater than 		
		2.5mm Ø
IP 4X
Protection against solid objects greater than
		1mm Ø
IP 5X 		
Protection against limited ingress of dust without 		
		
interference in operation
IP 6X
Protection against any ingress of dust
		Degree of Protection against penetration of liquids
IP X0 		
No-Protection
IP X1 		
Protection against vertically dripping water
IP X2 		
Protection against vertically dripping water up to 		
		15° from vertical
IP X3
Protection against spraying water up to 30° from 		
		vertical axis
IP X4
Protection against spraying water from any 		
		direction
IP X5
Protection against jets of water from any direction
IP X6
Protection from powerful jets of water with limited 		
		
ingress with no harmful effect
IP X7
Protection against total immersion in water for 		
		limited periods
IP X8
Protection against total immersion in water under
		
pressure for an indefinite period
		
Max. depth shown in metres IPX8 ...m

IK classification

		Level of shock resistance according to
		
CEI EN 50102
IK 00
No-Protection
IK 01 		
Protection against 0,15 J shocks
IK 02 		
Protection against 0,2 J shocks
IK 03 		
Protection against 0,35 J shocks
IK 04
Protection against 0,5 J shocks
IK 05 		
Protection against 0,7 J shocks
IK 06
Protection against 1 J shocks
IK 07
Protection against 2 J shocks
IK 08
Protection against 5 J shocks
IK 09
Protection against 10 J shocks
IK 10 		
Protection against 20 J shocks
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Protection class

Symbol

Meaning

⏚

Luminaires with earth
Connection to the mains
connection to which all
protective conductor is
touchable metal parts have to mandatory. The symbol is fixed
be connected so that they can to the connection point.
take up voltage immediately in
case of an error.

II

6

With luminaires belonging to
this class, no metal parts
which could take up voltage
immediately in the event of
an error are to be touchable
(protective insulation or
double insulation).

III

4

Luminaires for use with
protective low voltage, i.e. with
voltages below 50V, that is
generated with a safety
transformer in accordance with
VDE 0551 or with batteries or
accumulators.

I
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Advice

Lamp may have no earth
connection or be connected to
the mains protective
conductor.

kreon

belux

belux is committed to providing optimal solutions for
complex lighting requirements both in the contracting sector
and in private residential environments. For this purpose,
belux develops, produces and markets innovative lighting
instruments that are distinguished by modern, energy-efficient
lighting technology, functional design, high-quality materials
and meticulous fabrication. belux regards lighting as a key
element of interior design, which must therefore fulfill the
highest functional and aesthetic demands.
Lighting products by belux stand for long-lasting quality,
guaranteed by a superior product culture on every level.
belux lighting fixtures are manufactured with a passionate
attention to detail. This is evident in the selection of premium
materials as well as the extraordinary care that goes into the
actual production process, which involves a comparatively
high degree of precise hand craftsmanship. The belux product
range consists primarily of standard production models.
Customized products can be made to order if required,
especially for projects in the contract sector.
belux maintains lasting business relationships with upmarket
retailers and suppliers. As one of its many services, the
company provides professional planning advice for specific
lighting needs to both lighting experts and quality-conscious
end customers.
Lighting products by belux are developed in close
collaboration with external designers, whose conceptual
and creative ideas are merged with the company’s expertise
in lighting technology and manufacturing know-how. The
starting point for research and development is usually
a functional need or technical innovation. The aim is to
achieve surprising lighting solutions that are convincing not
only with regard to their functional qualities and technical
sophistication, but also due to their attractive appearance.
The belux product range contains a series of office luminaires.
For more information, go to belux.com
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general information

kreon Inc.
North America & Canada
20 Murray Hill Parkway
East Rutherford NJ 07073
+1 (201) 298-44 48
usa@kreon.com
General terms and conditions
kreon nv ’s general terms and conditions apply.
These can be accessed on kreon.com
General information
−− E
 ven though kreon takes all the necessary care to
ensure the correctness of the published
information, it accepts no liability for the
correctness and completeness of the contents
thereof.
−− Images of products are by way of example only
and may deviate from the original.
−− We reserve the right to make changes in
dimension and construction.
−− The name kreon, all products shown as well as all
photographs are protected by law and must not
be used commercially without written permission
by kreon NV, Opglabbeek, Belgium. Copying and
reproducing this price list or parts of it is only
allowed with written permission by kreon NV. The
general terms and conditions of kreon NV apply
for all orders.

COLOPHON
Concept, graphic design
Catapult, Antwerp (B)
Coordination Catalogue
kreon
Illustration cover
Louise Mertens
Printer
Graphius, Gent, (B)
Finishing
Binderij Hexpoor, Boxtel (NL)
Typeface
kreon
kreon Tabular
Paper
Arctic Volume White
Munken Lynx
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offices

kreon Inc.
North America & Canada
20 Murray Hill Parkway
East Rutherford NJ 07073
+1 (201) 298-44 48
usa@kreon.com
kreon HQ
Industrieweg Noord 1152
3660 Opglabbeek
Belgium
T +32 89 81 97 80
mailbox@kreon.com
www.kreon.com
kreon Austria
Kärntner Ring 4
1010 Wien
Austria
T +43 1 715 44 25
austria@kreon.com
kreon China
655 Changhua road, ground floor S1
JingAn district
200040 Shanghai
P.R. China
china@kreon.com
kreon France
5, rue d’Aboukir
75002 Paris
France
T +33 1 44 50 53 54
france@kreon.com
kreon Germany
Brühler Straße 11-13
50968 Köln
Germany
T +49 221 937 22 0
germany@kreon.com
kreon Italy
Via V. Forcella 5
20144 Milano
Italy
T +39 02 89 42 08 46
italy@kreon.com
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kreon South East Asia
63a Club Street
Singapore 069 437
T +65 62 22 33 93
singapore@kreon.com
kreon Spain
Ángel Guimera 7-9 local C
Barcelona 08017
Spain
T +34 600 462 551
spain@kreon.com
kreon Switzerland
Neufeldweg 6
5103 Möriken
Switzerland
T +41 61 316 74 01
belux@belux.com
kreon Turkey
Çatalmeşe Mahallesi Reşadiye Cad. 76
Alemdağ 34794
Çekmeköy-İstanbul
Turkey
T +90 (216) 430 86 86
turkey@kreon.com
kreon UK
67 Maltings Place
169 Tower Bridge Road
London
SE1 3LJ
United Kingdom
T +44 (0)20 7740 2112
uk@kreon.com
kreon Middle East
Dubai Airport Free Zone Area (DAFZA)
West Wing 6 (W6)
Office 6 WA 420
P.O. Box 293845
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
T +971 4 6091 355
T +971 4 6091 656
middle.east@kreon.com
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